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a b s t r a c t

SiTree is a flexible, cross-platform, open-source framework for individual-tree simulators intended to
facilitate accurate and flexible analyses of forest growth and yield, or more generally forest dynamics
simulations. SiTree provides generic functionality to build customized individual-tree simulators using
additional user-written code. In the forestry literature there are a wide variety of individual models
that describe the different parts of forest growth and dynamics and new models are continuously
developed and published. The aim of SiTree is to provide a broad community of R-users within forestry
with an easily adaptable individual-tree simulator framework and an easily accessible tool for testing
and combining new and existing models describing parts of forest growth dynamics.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Code metadata

Current code version 0.1-12
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-21-00145
Code Ocean compute capsule https://codeocean.com/capsule/3789289/tree
Legal Code License GPL-3
Code versioning system used git
Software code languages, tools, and services used R
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies R (≥ 3.5), data.table, ggplot2
If available Link to developer documentation/manual https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/sitree/sitree.pdf
Support email for questions caf@nibio.no

Software metadata

Current software version 0.1-12
Permanent link to executables of this version https://github.com/cantonfe/SiTree
Legal Software License GPL-3
Computing platforms/Operating Systems Any operating system supporting R
Installation requirements R (≥ 3.5), data.table, ggplot2
If available, link to user manual - if formally published include a reference to
the publication in the reference list

https://github.com/cantonfe/SiTree

Support email for questions caf@nibio.no

1. Motivation and significance

Forest growth simulators (FGSs) are a fundamental tool to
nform decisions in forest management at various spatial and
emporal scales. FGSs have been used for more than 50 years
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to examine the effects of different treatment scenarios, and to
help determine the best management solutions in practical forest
planning.

A FGS, following the definition of Hasenauer [1], is the im-
plementation of a forest growth model (FGM) into a software
for prediction and scenario analysis. A FGM is the biometric
and mathematical representation of growth processes [1]. A FGM
should at least represent growth and mortality [2] through a
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Fig. 1. Simplified description of the interactions between two of the components
of a FGS. Arrows indicate the direction of the interaction. Forest growth
sub-models are indicated in blue, and dependent variables in green. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

growth sub-model and a mortality sub-model. These sub-models
estimate growth and mortality for a tree or stand for a certain
period, for example, 5 years. Typically, this sub-models depend on
variables such as tree size, or competition (for example, density).
Tree size and competition variables are at the same time affecting
and affected by the growth and mortality sub-models (Fig. 1). For
example, growth affects tree size, which in turn affects both the
competition exerted by the tree to the surrounding trees and the
growth of the tree in the next period. These complex interactions
between variables and sub-models makes it impossible to project
variables independently from each other beyond the first period.

To estimate the state of a stand for longer periods the FGM
s applied recurrently, that is, it is applied serially to calculate
he temporal development of the stand. Consistently applying the
GM, while at the same time keeping track of all the variables
uring the full simulation in a robust way, can be an arduous and
rror-prone task. FGSs have been developed to help with this task.
FGMs and forest dynamics modeling have a long tradition in

orestry [2]. Individual-tree simulators (ITS), which implement
ndividual-tree FGM models, keep track of the development over
ime and fate of all trees in the simulation. ITS keep track of
housands to millions of alive, dead, and harvested trees through
simulation that can be as long as several centuries. This is
cumbersome task that can be taxing in terms of computer

esources and time. That is why most ITS are written in a combi-
ation of languages such as Fortran, C, C++, or Java [for example,
ee 3,4]. This makes the simulations faster but at the cost of
ransparency and flexibility. Manipulation of the code is harder
ecause it requires specific knowledge of one or several pro-
ramming languages and it is often only a small number of
esignated programmers in a single research group that can make
hanges to the code or add/test a new model. When a new FGM
ub-model describing a single process (for example, mortality)
as been developed, the sub-model will normally have to be
valuated in conjunction with the exiting sub-models in order
o understand the new sub-model performance and effect on
he predicted forest dynamics. Hence, development and testing
f new sub-models requires access and ability to reprogram the
imulator.
Forestry researchers often use R [5] to perform statistical

ata analysis and to develop new FGM sub-models [for example,
ee 6,7]. With SiTree researchers can easily incorporate their
ew sub-models with existing models in a FGS. Researchers can
hen investigate the impacts of these models on forest growth
nd dynamics without having to learn a new programming lan-
uage or having to depend on a programmer to translate their
ub-models into a different programming language. Further, the
itree package is intended to be a collaborative effort that
akes new models and functions easily available for the forestry
ommunity. While the sitree package will stay as the core of
he framework, we have created the sister package sitreeE [8],
iTree Extension, intended to share new models and functions

(for example, growth sub-models, biomass functions, competition
indexes) with the forest research community. We also encourage
researchers that develop FGM functions in R, to share their work
in SiTreeE, so the rest of the community can use, test, and validate
the new functions in a straight forward way.

SiTree is a framework that provides functionality to implement
single tree simulators which can be used to test new sub-models
that might be later implemented in a specialized FGS, or it could
also be useful for building individual-tree simulators for research
specific projects such as doctoral or post-doctoral studies. SiTree
can also be used to implement a full forest growth and yield
simulator, such as in [9], including, for example, ad-hoc man-
agement options, climate induced changes in productivity, and/or
disturbances effects. Functions built for Norwegian conditions of
the main sub-models are provided as example. These sub-models
are not intended to be used as a valid Norwegian FGS, but as a
showcase of the capabilities of SiTree.

Simulations produced using SiTree are currently and actively
being used to inform policy decisions [for example, see 10], as
well as in research [for example, see 9,11].

The next section describes the software we have developed,
while the following section (Section 3) provides an example of
how to use SiTree.

2. Software description

SiTree is fully written in R, and its latest version (0.1-12)
is downloadable from the Comprehensive R Archive network
(CRAN) at https://cran.r-project.org/package=sitree.

SiTree requires both tree-level data and plot/stand-level data
to run a simulation. In SiTree a tree must be defined by a mini-
mum of three variables, two that are time-dependent, for exam-
ple, diameter and height, and one which is time independent, for
example, tree species, but additional tree characteristics, such as
crown ratio or vigor, can be added. Plot/stand-level data contains
information at the plot and stand-level, such as plot size, eleva-
tion, climatic variables, or latitude. Although the data examples
included in SiTree use diameter at breast height (dbh) in mm,
and tree height in dm, the time-dependent variables could be in
any other unit (for example, inches) or be any other allometric
variable such as crown ratio, leaf area index or above-ground
biomass.

The simulation starts at t0, which corresponds to the state of
the trees at the time of the inventory (the tree data provided), and
the forecasted periods have consecutive names, that is, t1, t2,
etc. The length of the period is defined in the sitree() function
in period.length, but it is the same length throughout the
simulation, that is, all periods have the same length. SiTree returns
all tree and plot data (plot.data), including diameter and height
for all periods and for all trees (dead, alive, and harvested), and
tree species. Through plot.data sitree() returns also time-
varying plot-level simulation results, such as management (if
management has been defined).

Processes that drive tree and stand development such as
disturbances, resource availability, or site productivity can also
be included in SiTree. For example, changes in site productivity
driven by fertilization or climate change can be calculated as a
modifier (fn.modif) function and tracked in plot.data as a
time-varying variable. Disturbances that affect tree survival, such
as bark beetle attacks, can be included in the mortality sub-model
in combination with competition-induced mortality. Seed disper-
sal and seedling survival can be calculated in the management
function (fn.management) and tracked in plot.data until they
are considered trees and added to the tree list. Although SiTree is
fully written in R, user-defined functions can include procedures
written in the C, C++, .Net, Python or FORTRAN languages thanks
to the capabilities of R to integrate these languages.
2
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SiTree stores data in R ‘‘reference class’’ objects. Reference
lass objects are mutable, so the typical behavior of R objects
‘copy on modify’’ does not apply. This keeps memory usage at
ay, allowing for updating and manipulating potentially large tree
atasets in a memory efficient way, and making it possible to
un long simulations with large datasets. There are two types
f reference class objects in SiTree: trList for alive trees and
rListDead for removed and dead trees.
In SiTree maximum flexibility is one of the main goals, im-

lying that none of the main functions are hard-coded and all
unctions can be selected, added or modified by the user. To make
he task of addition and writing the most frequently used func-
ions (growth, mortality, recruitment, and management) easier,
e have provided examples for all the sub-models and vignettes
hat explain the main functionalities of SiTree.

.1. Software architecture

The outline of the flow of execution within sitree() is
shown in Fig. 2. sitree() first runs some basic checks on the
nput data. It then creates the tree list (object of class trList)
and then enters the loop for the main simulation. The loop runs
from 0 to (n.periods - 1) periods. The loop starts by calculat-
ing external modifiers, if supplied. Then it calculates the common
variables that are needed for the simulation. The next step is
to define management. Management would usually include the
removal of trees (for example, thinning, clear cuts, shelterwood
harvest). Other type of management that affect plot/stand-level
characteristics, such as fertilization should be calculated in the
fn.modif function. Once external modifiers, common variables,
management, growth, mortality, and recruitment (which poten-
tially includes natural and artificial regeneration) are calculated
sitree() applies the changes. First, growth of diameter and
height is applied to the live trees, then dead trees that are not
scheduled for harvesting are moved to the dead.trees list, then
removed trees are moved to the removed.trees list, and finally
the new trees from ingrowth are added to the tr list for alive
trees. Growth of the dead/harvested trees between the last period
that they were alive and their harvest/death is calculated with the
dead.trees.growth function. By default, the growth before the
harvest/death of the tree is assumed to be half of the growth for
the whole period, but the dead.trees.growth function can be
modified.

The sitree() function returns a list with four elements,
live, dead, removed, and plot.data. live contains all mea-
surements of all trees while they were alive in the simulation. For
measurements where trees were not alive the values for diameter
and height are zero. dead and removed elements contain all
measurements of the dead/removed trees while they were alive,
and their estimated dbh and height at harvest/death.

3. Illustrative examples

In this section we provide an example of SiTree simulations.
Further examples are available in the package’s vignettes.

3.0.1. Simulation of a whole stand
We forecast the development of a stand in the west coast of

Norway through the next 60 years using the stand.west.tr
and stand.west.st data sets available in SiTree. Since the stand
is around 1000 m2 and all the functions that we are using are
developed for 250 m2 plots, the stand is divided into 4 plots of
approximately 250 m2 . For this example, we choose no manage-
ment and no external modifier function. We run the simulation
as follows:

Fig. 2. Flowchart showing the workflow in SiTree. Inputs are indicated in yellow,
processes and conditional operations (decisions) in blue, processes that modify
the tree lists for alive, dead, and removed trees in dark green, and outputs in
light green. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

library(sitree)
result.sitree <- sitree (tree.df = stand.west.tr ,

stand.df = stand.west.st ,
functions = list(

fn.growth = ’
grow.dbhinc.hgtinc’,

fn.mort = ’mort.B2007’
,

fn.recr = ’
recr.BBG2008’,

fn.management = NULL,
fn.tree.removal = NULL,
fn.modif = NULL,
fn.prep.common.vars = ’

prep.common.vars.fun’
),
n.periods = 12,
period.length = 5,
mng.options = NA,
print.comments = FALSE,
fn.dbh.inc = ’dbhi.BN2009’,
fn.hgt.inc = ’height.korf’

)

We can take a look at some basic graphs (Fig. 3): development
of basal area, number of stems, number of new dead trees, and
height of the 10 tallest trees, using the sitree.summary func-
tion (see Appendix A for code). The sitree.summary function
assumes that dbh is given in mm, height in dm, and that the plot
data include a variable named plot.size.m2 which contains
3
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Fig. 3. Summary plots including average height of the 10 tallest trees (top left), number of dead trees per ha (top right), stand basal area (bottom left), and number
of trees per ha (bottom right). The variable displayed in the y-axis is described in the caption of each panel. The x-axis is, for all panels, the simulation period. For
xample, t0 corresponds to the initial data, the inventory data, and t1 corresponds to the first cycle of the simulation. The plots have been produced using the
sitree.summary() function.

Fig. 4. Development of the stand volume for the next 60 years (12 periods of
years).

he plot size in squared meters, which is used to calculate the
ariables per hectare, for example, number of stems per ha.
The plots passed by sitree.summary() can be further mod-

fied using the ggplot2 package capabilities. We could also use
ome of the functions available in SiTreeE to calculate, for exam-
le, standing volume for each of the 4 plots, see Fig. 4.

. Impact

SiTree offers researchers a framework to easily implement
their forest growth models using exclusively R, a popular lan-
guage among forest growth modelers. It also allows to easily

exchange forest growth sub-models, which allows for effortless
testing of new or alternative sub-models within the simulator.

Many of the existing FGSs are closed-source [for example,
see 3] and most of them are written in languages that most
researchers within forestry are not comfortable with (for exam-
ple, SILVA [12], which uses C++). Although there are some FGSs
implemented as R packages (for example, r3PG [13]), or that have
R wrappers (for example, rFVS https://sourceforge.net/p/open-
fvs/wiki/rFVS), to our knowledge only two other FGSs frameworks
exist: Capsis [14], which is written in Java, and SIMO [15], which
is driven by external XML files. Because SiTree is entirely written
in R it reduces the burden for forest growth modelers of testing
new sub-models within an existing FGS, and it also reduces the
learning curve of building a new simulator which is robust, fast,
flexible, and memory efficient.

5. Conclusions

SiTree is a flexible, cross-platform, open-source individual-tree
simulator framework intended to facilitate accurate and flexible
analyses of forest growth and yield. We hope that it will provide
a useful simulation framework to the large R-based forest growth
and yield community and that the framework will be expanded
with many new functions.

Declaration of competing interest
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to influence the work reported in this paper.
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ppendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
nline at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.softx.2021.100925.
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